
Do you want to be part of a successful and growing business, where you have the opportunity to develop together 
with committed and experienced colleagues? Are you service minded beyond the ordinary, used to working with 
customers in an international environment and transport with high demands on quality?

Join our Production team in Stockholm!

IMMIGRATION    •    RELOCATION    •    INTERNATIONAL MOVING
www.alfamoving.com

We are expanding and are looking for two or more packing leaders/
drivers with driving license type B for our production company in 
Norsborg, Stockholm. Driving license type C is a plus. 
Are you the person we are looking for?

Job description
As a packing leader/driver you’ll play an important part in Alfa 
Moving Production’s growing team in Norsborg, Stockholm. 
During spring 2023, we will move to a new warehouse in Almnäs, 
Södertälje.

Who are you?
You have at least one year’s successful experience of similar work, 
both at a terminal and as a driver, together with a valid driving license 
type B. A driving license type C is a plus. You have a forklift driver’s 
experience (A 1-4 and B 1-6), have a high mindset on safety and can 
easily follow instructions. One of your strengths is to be aware of 
risks before the unexpected happens and find sustainable solutions 
when needed. You have excellent communication skills in English 
and Swedish and enjoy working within a multicultural environment.

As a packing leader/driver you need to be a good communicator 
who can handle deadlines. You take the initiative when needed, but 
also appreciate and contribute to the cooperation in your crew.

To succeed in this position, you are confident, positive and flexible, 
with a good logistical mindset. You appreciate personal meetings 
and create close customer relationships. Also, you radiate a sense 
of confidence when others are stressed. Great emphasis is placed 
on personal suitability.

Working hours
Full-time

Contact
Send your application, a one-page personal letter, where you tell us 
about an important transport handled by you, together with your CV 
to: hr@alfamoving.com Mark your application “Packing leader/driver”.

For more information, please contact: Johan Lindström 
johan.lindstrom@alfamoving.com Phone: +46 (0)10 331 39 65

Apply as soon as possible no later than February 21, 2022. 
Interviews will take place on an ongoing basis to appoint 
employees gradually.

Visit us on www.alfamoving.com or on LinkedIn to learn more!

“We don’t just handle any goods, we move people’s 
irreplaceable memories. In my job, you have to enjoy meeting 
people in person, be sensitive to their needs and be able 
to handle the unexpected. I am proud of when I and my 
colleagues make a difference in someone’s life. It is especially 
rewarding, when a returning customer asks for the same crew 
as their last move”, says Kent Eriksson, driver at Alfa.

The work includes usual terminal work with loading/unloading 
from truck, managing our warehouse together with administrative 
tasks. You will also transport customer goods locally in the 
Stockholm area. This can include packing/loading or unpacking/
unloading.

In your position as a packing leader/driver, you’ll be part of a 
smaller team with experienced colleagues to serve families, 
employees at different authorities and companies when they 
relocate. We operate in an extensive international network and 
also serve other similar companies worldwide with transports in 
Sweden. You will report to our Warehouse/Production Coordinator.
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